
 

“Bringing Out The Best in Everyone” 
 

Imaginative Learning Journeys This Term: 
Blue Abyss 

 

 
 

TOPIC OVERVIEW 
Blue Abyss and Local Area Study 

 
Investigate local rivers and waterways!  How has their use changed over time? 
Have you considered the effects of pollution on U.K. rivers and waterways, and 
the seas and oceans of the world? 
 
Grab your wetsuit!  We’re going deep into an underwater world of incredible 
coral and mysterious sea creatures. 
 
Head to your local aquarium and learn about life in the ocean.  Can you pick a 
favourite fish, plant or animal? 
 
What do real divers get up to below the surface?  Create a fishy story about 
exploring an amazing underwater world. 
 
Time to go a little deeper into our seas.  Make a model deep-sea submarine that 
can withstand great pressure and travel to the deepest, darkest places on Earth.  
Make sure you test it first! 
 
What are those bright lights in the sea?  It’s a group of bioluminescent sea 
creatures!  Look closely and create a colourful, 3-D art exhibition when you rise 
to the surface. 
 
Flippers on?  Snorkels ready?  Let’s head into the blue abyss…  



 

“Bringing Out The Best in Everyone” 
 

 

SUBJECT OVERVIEWS 
 

ENGLISH:  Poems with a set structure 
(haikus, limericks, riddles).  Fact file on an 
endangered marine creature.  Leaflet or 
poster, focusing on pollution.  Narrative, 
dilemma story. 
MATHS: Multiplication and division, bar 
charts and time charts, round and compare 
lengths of rivers.  Interpret data on pollution 
in the form of graphs and charts. 
SCIENCE:  Love to Investigate:  Where 
does water go?  Why does it flood?  Are all 
sea creatures the same?  How does pollution 
affect habitats? 
ART and DESIGN:  Collage and river 
formations, design a bag.  Textiles, making a 
collaborative tapestry.  Featured artist: F. 
Feu’u 
COMPUTING: We are toy designers, we 
are aware that our online content lasts 
forever, we are online risk managers, we are 
musicians, we are html editors.  
HISTORY: History of local canals and 
waterways, changing use over time.  Find 
out why the 1872 HMS Challenger is so 
important to modern oceanography. 
GEOGRAPHY: Map skills, locate and 
name the main U.K. rivers.  Locate and 
name main rivers, seas and oceans of the 
world.  Examine the impact of pollution on 
the Great Barrier Reef.  Current affairs 
around the world. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Real P.E. 
skill development. 
RE:  What do creation stories teach us 
about caring for the world?  Why is 
pilgrimage important to some religious 
believers? 
PSHE: Health and Wellbeing: First Aid 
MUSIC: String Instruments 
FRENCH: TBC 

HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD 
 

 Reading Books:   Please read with 
your child at least 3 times a week so 
that they complete the reading 
challenge. Please make sure your 
child’s reading book is in their bag 
every day.  

 Learning logs:  Ideas for Topic 
Homework will be sent at the 
beginning of every topic. Please 
complete one activity by the end of 
the first half term. 

 Homework:   Weekly spellings and 
times table practice.  We will also 
send a comprehension every other 
week. 

 Water bottles/snack:  Your child 
may bring a piece of fruit or toast 
for playtime. You may send in a 
water bottle for lesson time.  

PE: Please ensure that your child has 
the correct kit in school (please 
remember pumps or trainers and a 
spare pair of socks if your child 
normally wears tights). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


